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Abstract 
Connections between invariants of subgroups of a finite group in a given representation of 
this group are studied. Also the problem of existence and the number of p-blocks of a finite 
group are solved in the theory of equations on groups. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class. : 20C 15, 2OC20 
The main aim of this paper is to show connections between some questions in the 
representation theory of finite groups and in the theory of equations on groups. Some 
results were published in [S-18]. 
1. On p-blocks of defect 0 
Let G be a finite group, let p be a prime dividing the order lG1 of G, and let x be the 
character of some complex irreducible representation of G. If IGl = p’m, x(1) = pclml 
(m and ml are prime to p), then the nonnegative number c - cl is called the p-defect 
of x. The following problems of Brauer [l] are very important in the representation 
theory of finite groups: 
(1) What are necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of characters of 
p-defect O? 
(2) How many are there? 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between characters of p-defect 0 in G and its 
p-blocks of defect 0; therefore, these questions are equivalent o questions about the 
existence and the number of p-blocks of defect 0. 
More general problems about necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of p-blocks with a given defect group D and the number of such blocks are reduced via 
the Brauer correspondence [2] to these problems (l), (2), but for a smaller group; thus, 
in a sense they are easier than the questions about characters of p-defect 0. 
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These problems were first posed 30 years ago; however, it is only recently that active 
investigation on them has been carried out. One of Tsushima’s theorems [19] about 
idempotents of p-blocks of defect 0 was reformulated in the book of Karpilovski [S] as 
a wonderful criterion for the existence of such blocks in terms of the equation xy = g 
(x, y are p-regular). Robinson expressed the number of p-blocks with a given defect 
group by means of the rank of the product of two matrices whose entries are the 
cardinals of certain subsets of G [6]. Zhang Ji-Ping found a criterion for the existence 
of characters of p-defect 0 in groups with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups [20]. The 
following result gives an infinite collection of such criteria in terms of equations on 
groups. 
Theorem 1.1 (Strunkov [16]). Let f(xt, . . . ,xk,ul, . . . ,u[) be a function on a finite 
group G and let f be a product of elementary functions [Xi, xi+ J and uT(xi E G, uj E G,, 
G, is a Sylow p-subgroup in G). Moreover, variables, that enter in different elementary 
factors, are distinct and k 2 2. Then G has a p-block of defect 0 tfand only tffor some 
g E G the number of solutions of the equation f (x1, . . . , xk, ul, . . . , ue) = g does not divide 
by PIG,$ 
Corollary 1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) AJinite group G has a p-block of defect 0. 
(2) The number of solutions of the equation [x, y] = g is prime to p for some g E G 
(x, Y E G). 
(3) The number of solutions of the equation uXvy = g does not divide by PIG,/’ for 
somegEG(x,yEG,u,veGr). 
(4) Let k be a natural number. Then the number of solutions of the equation 
[x1, x2] [x3, x4] . . . [&_ r, x*k] = g is prime to p for some g E G(x,, . . . , x2k E G). 
It was known before that if G has a p-block of defect 0, then G has two Sylow 
p-subgroups U, V with UnV = 1. This fact is a special case of the well-known 
theorem of Green [4] about defect groups of p-blocks. Obviously, it became a reason 
for the questions of Brauer. Therefore, it is necessary to get such criteria in structural 
terms, that is in terms of subgroups, cosets and their intersections. These criteria must 
make the theorem of Green more precise. Theorem 1.1 gives such a possibility. The 
equivalence of some conditions of this theorem can be restated in structural terms. 
Definition. An ordered pair of Sylow p-subgroups U, V is called a (g, p)-vector (g E G), 
if UnT/ = 1, g E UV (or in other words, UgnV # 8). 
We note that a (g,p)-vector is a structural object. 
Corollary 2. G has a p-block of defect 0 ifand only ifthe number of (g,p)-vectors in G is 
prime to p for some g E G. 
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Now we consider the question about the number of p-blocks of defect 0 in finite 
groups in terms of equations on groups. 
Theorem 1.2 (Strunkov [16]). Let si be the number of solutions of the equation 
CX~,XP_I [IxJ,X~I ... CXzi+l,Xzi+d = 1, oi = si/‘lGl, 
(n = 1,2, . . , r; Y = dim Z(CG); the summation extends over all sets iI, . . . , i, of non- 
negative integers such that il + 2iz + *.. + ni, = n). 
Then 
(1) all numbers u, are integers; 
(2) the number k, of p-blocks of defect 0 is equal to the largest n such that the number 
v, is prime to p. 
2. On invariants of subgroups of a finite group in a given representation of the group 
Now let G be a finite group as before, let H be a subgroup of G, and let x be the 
character of an complex representation R of G (now R may be reducible). We consider 
the number c,(H) = CgsH x(g). This number has an interpretation in invariant theory 
because it is equal to the dimension of the space of fixed points by acting H in R or, in 
other words, to the dimension of the linear space of invariants of the first degree for 
H in the restriction of R to H. Now we are interested in relations between the numbers 
c,(H) for different subgroups H of G. This approach is fruitful. It gives the possibility 
to generalize some arithmetical facts and to get new applications of relations for these 
numbers to the theory of finite groups. 
We denote by M(X) the set of natural numbers, each number a of which is relatively 
prime to IGI and is representable in the form p? . . . ~2, in which each factor p:’ is equal 
to the order of a finite field in which the representation R can be realized under its 
reduction to a field of prime characteristic pi. 
Theorem 2.1 (Strunkov [lS]). For any a E M(X), 
Tp(HI T) aczCT) = O(mod lNo(H)/H(), 
where u(H, T) is the Mobiusfunction of the set of all subgroups of G partially ordered by 
inclusion, and the sum is taken over all subgroups T 2 H. 
If G = Z,, H = 1, x is the sum of all faithful irreducible characters of G, then this 
relation turns into Euler’s theorem a~@“) = 1 (mod m). 
Theorem 2.1 was proved in an algebraic way. Other relations for the numbers c,(H) 
can be got in a geometric way. In this way, Scott found the following remarkable 
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relation: 
i$l cx((ai>) + c,y((ala2 ...&>I 5 Cn - 1)X(1) 
for any finite group G = (aI, . . . ,a,) and its character x with (x, 1) = 0 [7]. This 
relation generalizes the well-known ‘Brauer trick’ and now it plays a key role in 
investigations of generators of simple finite groups. The following relation can also be 
proved in a geometric way. 
Theorem 2.2 (Strunkov [17]). 1f G = (ai, . . . , a,>, ai are involutions and x does not 
contain one-dimensional components, then 
n n 
iZ;lc,y((ai~ui+~~) + XC11 s C c,((ui))3 
i=l 
where a,, 1 = a,. 
This relation is similar but not equivalent to Scott’s one. It was proved by 
calculating the first homology group of a two-dimensional compact surface, on which 
the group G acts. There is a reason for an interest in the numbers c,(H) for small 
subgroups H. It is in the following fact. 
Theorem 2.3 (Strunkov [15]). For any finite group G and its noncyclic subgroup H, 
Tpl/l N~(ff)lk,(ThdT,H) = 0. 
Thus, the numbers c,(H) for noncyclic subgroups H in a sense are defined by the 
numbers c,(T) for cyclic subgroups T. 
Now we want to demonstrate an application of the numbers c,(H) to problems 
about the possibility to define a group, that is to problems of Burnside type. 
Theorem 2.4. Let n be a natural number, and let A? be a set of nonisomorphicfinite 
groups such that 
(1) any G E& can be generated by not greater than n elements; 
(2) exp(G) I nfor any G ESZ; 
(3) every G E & has subgroups HI, . . . , Hk (k I n, (HiI I n) such that for any 
Xj ~1rr(G) and for some subgroup HSj at least one of the inequalities cxj(HSj) 5 n or 
cx,(HSj) 2 x(l) - n holds. 
Then the set & is jinite. 
If we can prove that (3) is a consequence of (1) and (2), then we can prove the 
restricted Burnside problem for all finite groups (not only for p-groups). 
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Finally, we demonstrate an arithmetical relation between the numbers c,(H) and 
some equations on finite groups. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be ajinite group, H its subgroup, x1, . . . , xr all complex irreducible 
characters of G, sk the number of solutions of the equation u’;l uG2 . . uf” = 1 
(Xi E G,ui E H). Then for any k 2 1, 
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